Five pairs of solutions form a theme. What links them?

Across
1. Former Newcastle player heading off audience member? (6)
4. Grasping odd pieces of jewellery (8)
9. Flood in Iowa Territory (5)
10. Butterfly with colour on edges (9)
11. Cardinal’s to turn rector out (4)
12. Slashed watercolour! (4)
13. Pilots had life restored in this hospital (5)
15. Make a note in organ book (7)
16. Regularly swindle team (4)
19. Obscene Tory sportsperson’s livid (4)
20. Leaf obtained from pale notebook (4,3)
23. Paper’s representative entering church (5)
28. Chess player with success online (5)
29. Jug’s covered in grey-green effluent (8)
30. Light-hearted book about Ezra’s introduction to Yiddish (6)

Down
1. What a drug pusher may do with plant (8)
2. Bogart is trying to embody creative flair (8)
3. Make reduction of noble gas (4)
5. Made general denial with viruses spreading (13)
6. It’s instrumental in beer maker’s scam (4,6)
7. Few in Iran like form of chemical (6)
8. Concurred one exiting yard is selfish (6)
10. Picking phone maker’s phone up right away (13)
14. Supporter of everyone visiting bar with peer getting drunk (4-6)
17. Expressing a wish over past musical making a comeback (13)
18. Not the behaviour of lady with true breeding! (8)
21. Turns out only child and dogs (6)
22. Green drink officer brought up (6)
26. Scotland’s past that hurt the Queen (4)